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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like learning InDesign!

The Steaming Pile
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Failed Girl Scout Cookie Names
Cow pie
Mega milk chocolate
Soggy biscuit
Log drops
Tag-a-dongs
Bad ass mints
Fruity foot fungus
Hardtac
Tallbread
Hookers and blow
Titanium
Ginger-vitus
Gangrene graham crackers
Time of the month
Polonium
Baby seal clubs
Ginger cookies (no soul food)
Mid morning regret
Orphan tears
Blubber bites

Blacked out biscotti
Whiskey in a biscuit
Monster cookies
Penguin poppers
Penis pralines
Mango marmalade
Peckarooni
Cheese curd
Savory
Beer
Smoochie buckets
Ass munchies
Badonkey donk biscuits
Cocaine
Fruit donkey punch
Bacon biscuit
Boy Scout flavored
Big booty biscuits
Choco shit cookies
Cockolate Creme

Welcome back, Datsun!

Standathon: Can you handle it?
by Ryan Proulx ~ Loyal Bull Fan

(Note: SATIRE. Please don’t take seriously!)
So every year I always get asked the question: What is Standathon?
Who would ever just stand around for 12 hours doing nothing?
To these questions I always hang my head in disbelief, as I can never
understand how they have not yet heard about what happens at this
almost paranormal festival that Tech students observe each year. So
I will here lay out a few of the things that YOU can look forward to
experiencing at Standathon, as well as a few things to look out for
(Careful, your life could depend on it!)
The first thing I’ll address is the questions, “How will you make sure
that no one sits down? You can’t control people!” To address these
issues, those who help make Standathon happen each year have come
up with a rather elegant solution: They went right to the source and
addressed the issue ahead of time. Of course, I’m talking about them
making an agreement directly with PHYSICS. By performing the correct
rituals, a pact is formed for those 12 hours that as soon as anyone
enters the SDC that night, is unable to sit or fall down. Remember how
...see up for 12 hours on back

Zombie Cat Army Heralds New Dictator
By Daio ~ Daily Bull

With the breakout of the great ground epidemic of 2012, many
people were already expecting something big was going to happen
on campus. There were rumblings and tumblings, and only hands
could satisfy them. And unfortunately, those hands satisfied them in
the 11th floor of the MEEM.
It all started in spring with the beginning of the cat dissections in the
anatomy class. “We’ve used cats because they’re easier for us to get,
and there’s more of them available. It doesn’t make sense to use actual
cadavers, since if one has destroyed internal organs, it’s impossible
to learn off of them. Besides, some of the more immature students
might enjoy playing with the dead bodies too much, if you get what
I mean,” said an unnamed Lab TA for the Anatomy and Physiology lab.
Unfortunately, this did not protect the students of the anatomy lab
from the dire circumstances to come. As of 2 pm Monday, all the
cats were missing. Initial reports speculated that the cats were stolen
by students to prevent any more dissection
“It was gross! Some of the cats were rotting in those bags. And the
formaldehyde just made it smell all the worse. I’m glad those cats
are gone.”
However, all across campus, the shredded bags of their previous
containers were found. On Tuesday at 3pm, there was found a body
with a missing neck. With the neck gone, the cats were free to carve
whatever they wanted. On the back of the victim, 3 letters were
carved : BBO.
Until the most recent attack, nobody had understood the carving. But
with the election of the newest SUPREME EVIL DICATOR (THE THIRD),
the cats carved another message much more clearly: BEWARE OF BIG O
Many are wondering what the meaning of this could be. Could the
world be coming to an end with the Big O taking over the Daily Bull.
Does this spell the end of the campus and the organization as we see
it? We interviewed the Big O ourselves.
“Well I don’t think it will be the end. It will certainly be interesting. I
...see adorable death on back
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!
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...from adorable death on front

just hope that I can leave the Bull
as good or better than the way
I got it. Of course, there will be
copious amounts of O and Bey,
but that’s to be expected. That’s
my right and my job as the Supreme Evil Dictator isn’t it? MUAHAHAHAHAHHA A oh…. Uh,
sorry, sometimes my evil overlord
comes out and you know….” The
reporter was never heard from
again, and only his transcript was
found, with blood on it.
First a ground outbreak, now a
cat zombie outbreak, and Big O
is now EIC of the Daily Bull. Can
Michigan Tech survive? We’ll keep
you informed! As a side note,
please do not pet any stray cats
you see.

...from up for 12 hours on front

weebles wobble but they don’t fall down? YOU are now the weeble wobbling, unable to fall down! It’s
quite a site to see, someone gets knocked over and springs right back up, maybe getting within a few
inches of the floor but not actually touching it. And to make sure no discrimination takes place, wheelchairs
are immediately transfigured into segways with leg braces, and crutches are turned into stilts!
Now I’m sure many of you have seen the posters around, and I will now shed some light on some of
these events! First, be careful of Gladiator Jousting. Yup, it’s real jousting, you’re not beaten until you fall
down. Wouldn’t be a problem, EXCEPT! You can’t fall down! Every year there end up being a fair number
of corpses that just are eerily suspended until the end of the night. Enter at your own risk, and remember
that hospital and funeral bills are not covered by anyone but you!
Next up is Life-Sized Board Games. Now, there isn’t enough room for ALL of those games where this is
going on, so how do they make that work? The answer: You shrink until they ARE life-sized! Be careful of
the game Mousetrap, you might not get out!
Then there are the video games. An event does occur that some gamers have always dreamed of: You
are sucked into the game! And yes, you will follow game rules, so you won’t actually die, but there is a
danger of a power cord coming out and you being lost forever!
The last thing to be careful of: The “Kindle Fire” is actually a Kindle on Fire! If you win it, you must quickly
put it out, and extinguisher fees are not included with the prize.

To be continued tomorrow……
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Would you hug a zombie kitten? The
Daily Bull would hug a zombie kitten.

Brought to you by Jeanine Chmielewski

ACANTHITE
ADAMITE
AMETHYST
ARAGONITE
AZURITE
BOEHMITE
BRAUNITE
CEYLONITE
CHAPMANITE
DIATOMITE
DOLOMITE
EMERALD
ERYTHRITE
FERROPERICLASE
FICHTELITE
GERMANITE
GYPSUM
HECTORITE

HOLMQUISTITE
IKAITE
IODARGYRITE
JADE
JAROSITE
JET
KAMARITE

KYANITE
LIGNITE
LOPEZITE
MALACOLITE
MELONITE
MORDENITE
NAGYAGITE

NELNITE
OPAL
OREGONITE
OSUMILITE
PUMICITE
PYRITE
QUARTZ

ROUMANITE
RUBY
SABATIERITE
SAPPHIRE
SPHENE
TALC
THORITE

UMANGITE
UMBER
VESUVIANITE
WOLFRAMITE
XENOTIME
YTTRIALITE
ZIESITE

